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Data is the lifeblood of any enterprise and
must be secured at any cost. But how well
are organizations protecting it in light of the
cloud and remote work? To find out,
Zscaler surveyed over 500 IT and security
professionals from around the world.

Here is a snapshot of the results:

Rising remote work, rising numbers of breaches

95%

75%

Of organizations saw
an increase in remote
work due to COVID

Of those saw the number
of data breaches rise as a
result of the change

Leading to reports of lost:
Revenue (51%)
Customers (53%)
Productivity (61%)

Challenges with remote workers, challenges with
sensitive data

Data protection challenges caused
by the rise in remote workers
Increase in
distributed data

62%

Biggest challenges with handling
sensitive data
27%

Helping users ID sensitive data

26%

Increase in unmanaged
device usage

50%

Inconsistent controls on
and off network

48%

New and dangerous
user work trends

Managing data security policies

18%

Maintaining compliance

16%

47%

Enforcing real-time protections

13%

Finding where data resides

Problems from the past, needs from the future
Biggest problem with current data protection program

4%

38%

Not ready for
cloud apps

Network security
can’t scale

18%

20%

Missing
solutions

Too complex to
manage

19%
Limited SSL
inspection

Most important data protection use cases being faced

12%

24%

Control SaaS
file sharing

Improve visibility
over shadow IT

18%

24%

Control
unmanaged
device access

Block risky and
unsanctioned
cloud apps

21%
Find and control
sensitive data
uploads

Growing IT complexity, growing need for consolidation
Number of data protection
technologies in place

49%

23%

18%
9%

1-3

4-5

6-7

8+

Of respondents are prioritizing data
protection vendor consolidation to
reduce IT complexity

Today’s organizations need an easily manageable data
protection solution that secures sensitive information
wherever it goes, in the cloud and around the world, and
addresses a broad set of use cases so that point products
can be abandoned and IT complexity can be simplified.
Fortunately, this is exactly what customers get with
Zscaler Data Protection.
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